Origin Business Intelligence
Enabling Police Forces to
make informed decisions

Maximising your business understanding
through insight and data discovery
Empowering users with the building blocks for reports enables
them to ask the right questions. This capability to chain pre-built
or custom built reports together, whilst making use of drill-downs,
allows business questions to be answered quickly and effectively.

I need to understand more
about my organisation and
consequences of events

We need to utilise
information to support
informed decision making

We have so much data,
how can we pull it
together?

Where can I find my cost
and efficiency savings?

I need a multidimensional view of my
organisation

I need immediate access
to vital statistics

Federated
data

Understanding
your resources
Origin Business Intelligence (Origin BI) is
the development of an analytical datadiscovery solution which enables a Police
Force to understand how efficiently they
are using resources, and how much they
are costing.
Origin BI is designed to provide a Police
Force with the capability of surfacing
critical data for planning and decision
making via the vast array of data held
in disparate IT systems. Focusing on
analysis trends to highlight areas of
potential cost saving, in key areas such as
Overtime and Absence management.

Uncover
hidden trends

Business
discovery

Empowering
business
users

Origin BI

Intuitive

Informed
decisions

Data insight
Quick
answers

Core components
Advanced BI Capabilities enable the

identification and visualisation of hotspots and
trends in data not apparent via more traditional
reporting.

Common BI Repository of Origin data

optimised for multi-dimensional (‘slicing and
dicing’) and ‘what if’ analysis. Automatically
refreshed to maintain accuracy.

Joined up data comparison
and analysis across key
business functions e.g. Absence

Pre-built Origin BI Dashboards

providing ‘out of the box’ analyses
delivering immediate insight into data
across the Origin suite.

data alongside overtime data.

Pre-built Origin BI ETL routines to Extract

the source transaction data from the Origin
system, Transform and optimise it for BI reporting
and Load it into the common BI repository.

Capability and Services to Extend
the BI Repository to integrate other Force
data e.g. Crime and Intelligence, Command
and Control with Origin ERP data and surface
patterns in related data across the entire
Force operations.

Benefits
The benefits for Police Forces include the following:
■ Greater control over budget forecasting and resource planning
■ Quick answers to complex business questions
■ Advanced multi-dimensional graphs, dials and charts
An Origin BI implementation is a key enabler to real organisational insight.

Previously, even gathering data about
overtime was difficult, let alone being able to
analyse it in context. Now we are in a position
where we can see for example, whether
there is a link between high levels of sickness
absence and overtime.
Christine Kelly
Head of Business Development
Staffordshire Police
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